
The waiver needs to be confirmed by each competitor, for the benefit of the LOC, EMA, the WA and 
their respective officers and officials, acknowledging the following provisions: 
  

 
A. The entrant confirms that he is in good health; has properly trained for the competition; is 

sufficiently skilled in the events entered so that he is able to comply with all the rules of the 
competition; that he presents no hazard to himself or other competitors; and that he participates 
at his own risk, and that he has properly registered through the EMA Affiliate of his own country 
of citizenship. Those athletes holding more than one citizenship must register through the EMA 
Affiliate for which they last competed in a European Championship. There is a procedure for 
changing of affiliation detailed in the WMA by-laws which must be followed before athletes will 
be allowed to enter under a different citizenship. Athletes may be barred or disqualified from 
competing if improperly registered. 
  

B. The entrant relieves the LOC, EMA and the WA and the Officials absolutely of any responsibility 
or any injury or loss that he/she may sustain in connection with the CHAMPIONSHIPS. 
  
  

C. The entrant accepts and understands that the CHAMPIONSHIPS are staged under the 
provision of the EMA Constitution, WMA by‐laws, and Rules of Competition; as read with the 
WA Rules of Competition, to the extent to which these Rules have been adopted by WMA. 
  
  

D. The entrant agrees to submit to drug and/or gender testing, under EMA/WMA/WA/WADA 
Rules/Code if selected, and has been made aware by the LOC/EMA that the use of prohibited 
substances as listed in the WMA Anti‐Doping and Regulations WA Rules and Regulations for 
Doping Control (version 2022) can only be permitted to the very limited extent to which a 
Therapeutic Use Exemption (”TUE”) certificate will have been granted to the entrant by the 
Medical officer of the EMA Anti‐Doping. 
  

E. In case of Force Majeure, if the performance by the LOC of any obligation or undertaking 
under this agreement is interrupted or delayed by any occurrence not occasioned by the 
conduct of either party to this agreement, whether that occurrence is an act of God or public 
enemy, or whether that occurrence is caused by war, riot, storm, earthquake or other natural 
force like pandemic or by acts of anyone not party to this agreement, then the LOC and EMA 
shall be excused from any further performance for whatever period of time after the 
occurrence is reasonably necessary to remedy the effects of that occurrence. The parties 
hereto agree to the terms and conditions above and set forth in the preceding pages. Entry 
fees will then not be reimbursed to any party before all expenses of the LOC and EMA 
are not covered by the fees. 

 


